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"youth is the power of nation

                        and

            we always support youth”
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About UsAbout Us
It is formed on 19th April 2011 and was named as punjaab 

future. it is not named after Punjab state But 5 rivers PUNJ-AAB 

(Jhelum, Chenab , Satluj, Ravi and Beas ). We formed this society 

because we always want to do something for our society. Our missions 

(Female Foeticide, Girl Education, Awareness for Aids, Bood 

Donation, Save Environment, Save Water, Say no to Drugs). We 

started this mission on the medium we all youth are familiar with .i.e. 

face book we made friends from different parts of our country and 

within 6 months we achieved a good amount of feedback from all of 

our friends from different parts of society but one day when we asked 

one of our new joiners from West Bengal to like the page then She 

rejected and asked " Why should i like it..?? " it is regarding your state 

then we told that it is not our state it about rivers like rivers flow all 

through without difrrence for anyone our organisation also flows in the 

same way it's welfare for society then she asked " Why not Kolkata 

future..?? " then after 15-20 days of work and discussions among the 

members about this thing we changed its name to YOUTH INDIA 

FUTURE then after sometime one more friend from Karnataka, who 

had joined us on facebook asked us to make pages of all over India 

then we members of our society had a meeting in our head office and 

decided to launch pages of all states then on 31st December 2011. We 

completed our work and made the thought into progress and 

implemented it successfully.

After gaining good response on facebook we decided to 

make it more professional and within your reach then we hired a 

professional website desingner and made a website of our society. 

Our missions are well thought and main problems which we think were 

in the society are taken as our mission our website 

www.youthindiafuture.com was launched on 12th april 2012. We have 

believe to form a society which will not have these problems which we 

have mentioned in our website please see and join and help us in this 

social cause.

Just join and work for society.

President

Youth India Future
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Girl EducationGirl Education

In India normally people are seen saying equal rights for 

men and women but Is it there anywhere? Education is very useful 

for getting a knowledge of outside world what is happening in the 

world. It helps us in getting awareness and information that we 

don’t have we must get it without any discrimination on the basis of 

gender, caste, creed, religion etc. Girl need education so that they 

can work in every field of work to get jobs and work for progress of 

our country. It is well said ‘education can make a person an 

extraordinary person. Girl education is really necessary because 

they are the one who have to take care of whole family at least two 

families and if one girl will study they can use there knowledge in 

the welfare of there parents family as well as in-laws. Girls are 

really important part of our community if they are educated they 

can make our children educated . Girls are given some reservation 

in some fields by government which also encourages them to do 

work. In today’s world where there is hyper inflation only one 

person working cannot survive so if both husband and wife will 

work and earn money then it will be really useful and they can live 

happy family ever. Girls are up coming in every sector of work 

education but the need of hour is to encourage those who are not 

allowed for getting education or higher education.

We must come and join hands for the betterment of this 

social issue and help us in spreading information about the good 

effects society will have of girl education.
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Female FoeticideFemale Foeticide

Female foeticide is an offence which is most common 

these days IT literally means preference of mail child to female 

child. If this practice continues then one day there will be no one in 

this world, because there will be no mothers in this world and no 

sisters and without mothers no one else has powers to produce 

babies and one day the world will have to vanish. Girls in our 

culture is recognised as god and god is supreme power in this 

universe who has created this universe and off course god has 

given a power of new babies to women because they can bear 

huge pain in every aspect of life. They can bear pain of dowry, 

restrictions, leaving one family and settling to another family, 

following family of parents as well as in laws in their own way, last 

but most important physical pain which no one can else feel or 

realise other than a mother. They bear so much for giving a new 

birth to an individual but whenever they come into this world they 

are killed like not needed persons in the world.

There is a famous saying that a man is a son till he 

marries but a girl is girl till she dies. That tells the love for their 

parents the girl child has .we must take some steps for 

encouraging the girl child birth if we can otherwise the day is not far 

away when we will be having nothing left over in this world. Mothers 

are very near to every child we never think of before killing the girl 

child that one day she will be mother like we all have. The ratio of 

female to male is decreasing day by day. The sex-ratio is 933/1000 

of India. It is really important issue which must be seen in India.

Please save girl child as without them there will be 

nothing in this world left no one.
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Say NO To DrugsSay NO To Drugs

In India normally people are seen saying equal rights for 

men and women but Is it there anywhere? Education is very useful 

for getting a knowledge of outside world what is happening in the 

world. It helps us in getting awareness and information that we 

don’t have we must get it without any discrimination on the basis of 

gender, caste, creed, religion etc. Girl need education so that they 

can work in every field of work to get jobs and work for progress of 

our country. It is well said ‘education can make a person an 

extraordinary person. Girl education is really necessary because 

they are the one who have to take care of whole family at least two 

families and if one girl will study they can use there knowledge in 

the welfare of there parents family as well as in-laws. Girls are 

really important part of our community if they are educated they 

can make our children educated . Girls are given some reservation 

in some fields by government which also encourages them to do 

work. In today’s world where there is hyper inflation only one 

person working cannot survive so if both husband and wife will 

work and earn money then it will be really useful and they can live 

happy family ever. Girls are up coming in every sector of work 

education but the need of hour is to encourage those who are not 

allowed for getting education or higher education.

We must come and join hands for the betterment of this 

social issue and help us in spreading information about the good 

effects society will have of girl education.
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Save EnvironmentSave Environment

In India normally people are seen saying equal rights for 

men and women but Is it there anywhere? Education is very useful 

for getting a knowledge of outside world what is happening in the 

world. It helps us in getting awareness and information that we 

don’t have we must get it without any discrimination on the basis of 

gender, caste, creed, religion etc. Girl need education so that they 

can work in every field of work to get jobs and work for progress of 

our country. It is well said ‘education can make a person an 

extraordinary person. Girl education is really necessary because 

they are the one who have to take care of whole family at least two 

families and if one girl will study they can use there knowledge in 

the welfare of there parents family as well as in-laws. Girls are 

really important part of our community if they are educated they 

can make our children educated . Girls are given some reservation 

in some fields by government which also encourages them to do 

work. In today’s world where there is hyper inflation only one 

person working cannot survive so if both husband and wife will 

work and earn money then it will be really useful and they can live 

happy family ever. Girls are up coming in every sector of work 

education but the need of hour is to encourage those who are not 

allowed for getting education or higher education.

We must come and join hands for the betterment of this 

social issue and help us in spreading information about the good 

effects society will have of girl education.
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Save WaterSave Water

In India normally people are seen saying equal rights for 

men and women but Is it there anywhere? Education is very useful 

for getting a knowledge of outside world what is happening in the 

world. It helps us in getting awareness and information that we 

don’t have we must get it without any discrimination on the basis of 

gender, caste, creed, religion etc. Girl need education so that they 

can work in every field of work to get jobs and work for progress of 

our country. It is well said ‘education can make a person an 

extraordinary person. Girl education is really necessary because 

they are the one who have to take care of whole family at least two 

families and if one girl will study they can use there knowledge in 

the welfare of there parents family as well as in-laws. Girls are 

really important part of our community if they are educated they 

can make our children educated . Girls are given some reservation 

in some fields by government which also encourages them to do 

work. In today’s world where there is hyper inflation only one 

person working cannot survive so if both husband and wife will 

work and earn money then it will be really useful and they can live 

happy family ever. Girls are up coming in every sector of work 

education but the need of hour is to encourage those who are not 

allowed for getting education or higher education.

We must come and join hands for the betterment of this 

social issue and help us in spreading information about the good 

effects society will have of girl education.
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Blood DonationBlood Donation

In India normally people are seen saying equal rights for 

men and women but Is it there anywhere? Education is very useful 

for getting a knowledge of outside world what is happening in the 

world. It helps us in getting awareness and information that we 

don’t have we must get it without any discrimination on the basis of 

gender, caste, creed, religion etc. Girl need education so that they 

can work in every field of work to get jobs and work for progress of 

our country. It is well said ‘education can make a person an 

extraordinary person. Girl education is really necessary because 

they are the one who have to take care of whole family at least two 

families and if one girl will study they can use there knowledge in 

the welfare of there parents family as well as in-laws. Girls are 

really important part of our community if they are educated they 

can make our children educated . Girls are given some reservation 

in some fields by government which also encourages them to do 

work. In today’s world where there is hyper inflation only one 

person working cannot survive so if both husband and wife will 

work and earn money then it will be really useful and they can live 

happy family ever. Girls are up coming in every sector of work 

education but the need of hour is to encourage those who are not 

allowed for getting education or higher education.

We must come and join hands for the betterment of this 

social issue and help us in spreading information about the good 

effects society will have of girl education.
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Say No To AidsSay No To Aids

Aids (Acquired immune deficiency syndrome) it is the 

disease which is increasing its strength in India day by day aids 

patients are increasing in India more then 2.4 million people are 

currently living with aids problem. In India there were no aids 

patients till 1986 but in the world there were more then 20,000 

cases of aids discovered. In 1987 it spread its roots from Tamil 

Nadu Chennai (one sex-worker got this disease from the foreign 

visitors). Many programmes were launched for providing 

information about this disease and it’s symptoms. How it is spread 

so that everyone has proper knowledge what to do and what not. 

Awareness programmes were launched by government as well as 

some societies for spreading awareness that how can a person get 

aids so not to deal in those practises. What should we do and what 

not were also told in these programmes. We have also prepared a 

list of things like this so that we can spread proper awareness 

among the people that what should be done and what not these are 

as under.

   » Don’t do sex with more then one partner, if want to do just use  

       condom.

   » Don’t use same needle for injecting.

   » Don’t use drugs for injecting with same needle.

   » Blade must be changed after shave

   » Don’t indulge in sex with any sex-workers

These things must be taken care off for protection of aids. As t is 

well said, “prevention is better then cure” so we must see towards 

its prevention because it does not have cure. Save our people from 

getting this virus. Save them save society. We want you all to come 

and spread awareness among youth not to deal with unfair 

practices of sex to protect our society’s future.

Youth is future so let’s take an oath to save them and spread 

awareness about this incurable disease and save our people.
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Contact UsContact Us

JEEVAN SINGLA

President

jeevan1989singla@gmail.com

youthindiafuturegroup@gmail.com

KUNAL SINDHI

Vice-President

k.sindhi@yahoo.com

KOMAL SHARMA

Advisor

cool_dudekomal@yahoo.com

komal.patialvi@yahoo.in
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